
 

Telugu movies are spoken in the Telugu language, which is a language in south India. They are dubbed into English with Indian subtitles. The exception to this rule would be children's programming, which will come with both the English dub and the original Telugu version. This means that you will have to use your native understanding of English or Spanish to watch these films if you do not
understand them in their original form. The following lists indicate the various telugu and other non-English dubbed films based on the popular Indian film franchise, Chak De India or Chak De India: A Revolution In Six Acts.

Below is a list of all dubbed movies in DVD. The DVD titles are generally an Arabic translation of the English title. The video and audio encodings generally differ from the version available on VCDs. The movies are all are released on DVD by Adonis Pictures. This is not only the first company to launch DVDs of telugu movies but also the first Arab company to launch DVDs of Indian
movies.(Telugu) (English)

The following is a list of all available video and audio releases of telugu and other indian films. For CDs and MP3s, the track listing generally contains the film's songs in both Hindi and Telugu, as well as instrumental pieces used in the film. The entire cast and crew is usually listed as well. The video encoding is PAL or NTSC, but there may be some that use SECAM or other formats. Also, this is
generally the only release that translates the songs. The audio encoding is mostly stereo or 5.1 surround sound, but there are some that are 5.0 or 6.1 formats. Here is a list of all video/audio releases of Telugu movies so far available in the Middle East. Most of these films have not yet been released in DVD format or have no English translation of the film's title.

Telugu Movies are dubbed in Hindi language due to its widespread popularity in India. Majority of Telugu movies are dubbed in Hindi, accordingly it has many collections available for you to watch Hindi TV Shows on YouTube, just by searching "telugu TV shows" . In Hindi, the language is also referred to as Devanagari.

Below is a list of all video/audio releases of Telugu movies so far available in the Middle East. Most of these films have not yet been released in DVD format or have no English translation of the film's title. There are many others that are under production and due to be released over a period of time. The following list contains all currently available Telugu movies for sale on DVD or VCD, with an
English translation of the film's title.

The following is a list of all currently available Telugu films on VCD and DVD formats in Arabic-translated titles.
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